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Deceuninck was established in Belgium in 1937. As a true specialist in compound 
technology, design, development, extrusion, finishing and recycling for the construction 
industry, Deceuninck is among the top 3 PVC Window and Door profile manufacturers 
in the world. Continually developing innovative products through a strong R&D 
discipline, Deceuninck’s team of professional specialists develop innovative products 
delivered to satisfied customers across the globe. Deceuninck offers a wide range of 
energy-efficient, low maintenance, colour-fast and long-lasting high performing 
windows for your home. Deceuninck in India is one of the fastest growing UPVC Profile 
company with more than 40 authorized and certified channel partners making high 
quality UPVC Doors and Windows.

Complete casement solution for your home, office or commercial project available in 
60mm & 70mm series. Round edged profiles gives a heritage feel to the entire system. 
With 5 chambers, our casement windows excellent thermal and acoustic performances 
and can accommodate glass thickness upto 44mm. Having a Uf of 1.3W/m2K makes our 
windows & doors a value proposition for Green Buildings, Hotels, commercial offices as 
well as homes. Deceuninck’s upgraded casement system provides added security with 
inbuilt grill & bug screen known as Modular Mesh System. Our latest offering to the 
market is the Flush Sash available in 60mm. The sash has slimline slightness and sit flush 
within the frames blending seamlessly with your desired aesthetic.
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Legend Casement system is perfectly designed using the state of the art 6 chambers 
technology and 80mm profile, where you can benefit from great energy savings and 
substantially reduce heating cost compared to standard windows. It offers excellent sound 
insulation up to 49dB and very good thermal insulation values. The Uf value of Legend 
system has been measured as 0.92W/m2K. With the right combination of glass, UW can 
be less than 1w/m2k which is useful for passive houses. As the Legend casement can 
accommodate glass thickness up to 52mm, it’s the ideal choice for Passive Housing. A first 
of its kind system which is suitable for doors, shop fronts and inside opening as well as 
Tilt and Turn Windows.

Deceuninck Sliding systems were designed to reflect the desire to escape the mundane, to 
fulfil the desire to live closer to nature, in an al-fresco ambience, opening wider spaces, and 
free thinking in architectonic designs maintaining the integrity of the system. Multi 
chambers offers excellent performance in the harshest Indian weather conditions. The 
sash profiles comes with pre-inserted TPE gaskets and weather strips from the factory, 
making the production 30% faster than conventional uPVC profiles available in the market 
with EPDM gaskets.
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Innovation meets ergonomic design to create the new Shift & Slide systems aka
the Legend Slide. A unique shift and slide system which offers maximum view with 
maximum performance. The aesthetic design and user friendliness are the most 
prominent characteristics of the Legend Slide system that offers high level protection 
against the winter cold and summer heat. The Legend Slide system gives excellent 
advantage to spaces with its high performance, powerful insulation and ease of use. It has 
a wing structure of 149mm with 6 chambers and can hold glazing upto 52mm thickness.

Let your angle of vision become wider, bring your outside to your indoor areas by 
adding the HS-76 Lift and Slide to your balconies and gardens. Deceuninck Lift & 
Slide is known as Limitless system and it offers significant advantages over 
conventional sliding doors. Specially designed for large openings for balconies and 
living rooms to give wide view of your outdoor. Internal glazing optionsfrom 6mm
to 44mm. 
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This is a state of the art multi panel door which allows owners to optimize their living 
spaces. It operates on a unique system which has shutters sliding in each direction
& swinging open to provide a panaromic view of the outdoors without any 
obstruction. Once stacked, this door system creates a large opening to 
homogenously integrate the interiors with the outside and can be installed to the 
maximum height specified. There is no limitation to the number of panels as they are 
not connected and move individually. A first of it’s kind, multi-fold system.

These elegant swing doors adds a 'surprise' element to any home space or 
compound and seamlessly connects its interiors with its exterior. Once folded, this 
door system creates a large opening facilitating access. Folding doors are 
becoming more popular with each passing day with property developers to 
differentiate houses. Slide & Fold systems are available various opening 
combinations and glazing options. They are compatible with different options of 
hardware – Top mounted or bottom mounted and is best suited for gardens, pools 
or terraces with uninterrupted views and access
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WIDEST RANGE OF COLOURS FOR YOUR
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CONTACT

Warehouse and Registered Office :

South India: Building No 09, Casa Grande Distripark, Satharai Village,
Tiruvallur Taluk, Tiruvallur District, Tamil Nadu - 631203

Warehouse :

North India: Plot No 46, Ecotech Extention XII, Gautam Buddha Nagar,
Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh - 201310

Studio / Experience Centre / Showroom:

South India : 3157, Indiranagar Double Road,
Appareddipalya, Indiranagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka - 560008
    +91 93846 67325

Office :

West India: 102, Srishti Plaza Commercial Premises, Off Saki Vihar Rd,
Powai, Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400072
    + 91 95971 45557

DECEUNINCK PROFILES INDIA PVT. LTD


